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This was followed by a tasting
of the 19 beers from the Wild Rose
Wort Challenge. What an interesting
and creative exercise it was. In
August these beers were judged either
as Most Commercially Viable Beer or
Most Creative Brew - see Page 6 for
those results. Prizes were awarded in
these categories as well as for the
Club Fan Favourite. The popular
choice for the Club favorite at his
meeting was an excellent Dubbel,
brewed by Michael Nazarec.
We spoke briefly about the CTYW
Open Competition to be held in
February. More details, of course, to
follow. There was also the idea to
hold one of our regular meetings at a
different brewery - perhaps the Wild
Wood sometime in the near future.

One of our members, Darren Bender,
recently wrote the BJCP (Beer Judge
Certification Program) examination in
Edmonton, and just got his results.
He scored 85%, an excellent result. To
put this in perspective, a score of 60%
is required to become a recognized judge,
70% to be a certified judge, 80% to be a
national judge, and 90% to be a master
judge (when the required experience
points for judging are obtained.
Congratulations, Darren.

AN OPPORTUNITY TO ENHANCE OUR
CLUB'S PRESTIGE AND RECOGNITION
The American Homebrewers Association
offers a chance, six times per year
(every 2 months) to compete nationwide
with other homebrew clubs. For more
information, go to
http://www.beertown.org/homebrewing/club.
html. The executive has decided to key
our beer themes for six of the meetings
in 2009 to this contest. The beer theme
for our meeting on the month of the
contest will be the beer that is featured
in that particular month. We encourage
members to homebrew a beer on that style
and to bring it to the meeting for
tasting and evaluation. The favourite
beer will be sent (at the club's expense)
to the AHA contest.
Let's try and score some points for our
club! The theme for the January 2009
meeting will be Belgian Beers.

OCTOBER MEETING: OKTOBERFEST (MARZEN)
If anyone has a homebrewed beer in this
style, please bring 2 - 3 bottles. We
will also be providing some commercial
examples. The term Oktotberfest, often

used as a synonym for Marzen, is due
tothe fact that, historically, this
styleof beer was brewed in March,
stored in caves during the summer
months, then served on October, when
the cool weather returned.
A closely related style is Vienna,
with a similar profile to Oktoberfest,
but slightly less robust.
These beers have four significant
qualities, viz: Elegance, Softness,
Complexity, and Balance. Balance means
that malt flavours, and hop flavors
and bitterness are well melded, with
neither one dominating. The complexity
is derived from the ingredients, a
mixture of different malts and hops
(including noble hops), rather than
from brewing by products derived from
the yeast. The softness is a result of
the careful balance and the brewing
conditions. These beers are
amber-colored lagers; robust but
gentle.
They use Moravian barley [which is
grown in other places than Moravia (A
region in the Czech Republic) at the
present time]. Significant quantities
of Vienna Malt, and dark and light
Crystal are also used, to impart an
amber colour, and a roasty, toasty,
complex malt profile. Several types of
hops are often, used, most notably
Saaz. The water can have significant
amounts of Calcium, but not Sulfate.

Brian Read

NORTH TO ALASI<A
by Roger Marler
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dissimilar from the Calgary Farmer's Market. The
brewery was set up using the old equipment from
Flanagan's. The original sugar vat used by Wing's
has been retained and a doorway cut into it ti allow

For the last two weeks of July 2008, Michael and I
drove the Alaska Highway to Skagway, Alaskaand then all the way back again. The specific
intention was to ride the preserved steam train of
the White Pass & Yukon Route Railway. The

access to the Tasting Room, replete with a couple
of Lava lamps; this is a retro ambience for a retro
building. The Tap Room is very informal and a
couple of beers were available: Bub's Lunch Pail
Ale (named after a Trailer Park Boys character)

journey was not beer specific. However, we did

and Sap Vampire Maple Lager. This was an

visit some places along the way that brew or sell

interesting experiment with pale syrup in beer. It is

beer and we did enjoy some fine examples...
- Alleykat Brewery and Amber's Brewery

definately better to pour this over your pancakes

both in Edmonton

rather than to drink it along side.
Three days of driving later...

- The Sherbrooke Liquor Store, Edmonton
- Yukon Brewery, Whitehorse

SKAGWAY BREWING CO.

- Skagway Brewing Co. Skagway, Alaska

(www.skagwaybrewing.com) We didn't know of its

- Jasper Brewing Company

existence until the day before we arrived in
Skagway, so imagine our pleasure when we

ALLEY KAT BREWING CO. LTO.
(www.alleykatbeer.com) has two surprises: it is
the tidiest and cleanest brewery I have ever
visited. We were immediately greeted at an
administration area and a spotlessly clean
rtaproom, both of which hide the atual brewing
area. Considering the significant retail stock of
Alley Kat's bottled beers, the brewing operation is
very small; one brewing line with six fermentation
tanks. The mash tun is emplty for no longer than
two hours at a time on any given day. That makes
for a busy brewery. We sampled: Charlie Flint's
Lager, Full Moon Pale Ale, Big AI's Red Kiss
and the Amber Ale. Big AI's was brewed as a
special order for the Sherbrooke Liquor Store which by the way, is the best place to buy beer in
Edmonton. They have a lot of good beers in
stock.

discovered that we has struck gold! Established in
1897, to coincide with the Yukon Gold Rush , it
was reestablished in 2007 in a new building in the
heart of the town. After some resistence by the
pub staff, we were eventually rewarded with a
brewery tour (thanks Matt!) - without the $30 town
tour - and met the amiable Brew Master Trevor.
Again, there was a single brewing line and only
four fermentation tanks. Seven beers are brewed ,
but only the Boomtown Brown Ale and the Blue
Top Porter were available on tap in the pub. The
Brown ale was reminiscent of British Browns while
the Porter was a bit on the heavy side and seems
to have been served too young. This appears to
be a theme here as the management is more
interested in getting beer to the taps rather than its
quality. It all succeeds with transient and thronging
cruise ship tourists who probably prefer Coors
anyway. We also tasted Propector Pale, Chilkoot
TariliPA and Spruce Tip Ale from the

AMBER'S BREWING CO.

fermentation tanks.

(www.ambersbrewing.com) is in stark contrast to
Alley Kat. It has space to spare and does not
brew a significant amount. They occupy one third
of a 1960s wood framed building, not too

More on Skagway ...
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Unlike other pubs in town, the choices here
are a taster's dream. Seven house brews: Red Star
Amber, Spruce Tip Ale, Chilkoot TrailIPA, Oosik
Stout, Prospector Pale, Blue Top Porter and
Boomtown Brown are normally available. This little
place is successful, so much so that their own brews
were almost all sold out. We had to make do with the
porter and the brown, but they were worth the visit.

by Michael Willis

--

'

The porter was deliciously malty and well balanced.
The brown suffered by comparison that day, but on
my second visit I started with the brown and grew to
appreciate its subtle difference.
I moved on to some of the guest beers to get
a feel for what Mike is trying to accomplish. Maudite,

Skagway is a bipolar village by design. A

Blanche de Chambly, Colorado's Blue Moon

poulation of 850 locals On an isolated inlet of the Alaska

Hefeweizen, Fish Tale's Plae Ale and St. Louis

panhandle is the remnant of the most important overland

Kriek were the other offerings on tap. I presume this

transit point to the Yukon Gold Rush. A sea port and a

to be an indication of mr. Healy's tastes and a map of

railway terminus are all that remain of a once busy

where he'd like to take the pub. Too bad we never

commercial centre. The railway no longer runs

had a chance to meet Mike.

commodity traffic north over the White Pass. The first

The decor is pleasant, a roomy space

are ship in years recently left the port with copper are

decorated with local memotabilia and featuring a

from the Yukon, this time trucked over hundreds of miles

lovingly restored long bar from an earlier saloon. Food

of highway.

is locally produced, fresh and tasty. The staff were

Stepping out of the real town of Skagway, small

attentive and efficient, but almost impossible to sway

weathered bungalows with tidy floral gardens next to the

when we asked to meet the brewer. There is a full on

yards of rank weeds growing over abandoned equipment

brewery tour for $30, but it involved the whole tourist

and onto Broadway is a shock. Brightly painted false

schtick - vintage car ride and potted down history. It

front buildings house the trappings of the vikllage's new

took two days before we had a chance to chat with

industry - tourism. Up to seven cruise ships a day make

Trevor Clifford. Now I know why the staff were

a stop in Skagway. On Wednesdays, the busiest day of

runnung interference. This man is busy!

the week the population soars to 9,000. The main drag

Like the rest of the staff, Trevor hails from the

houses jewelery shops, furriers, purveyors of t-shirts,

lower 48. He's an accomplished home brewer who's

fudge, fridge magnets and native crafts. Six blocks of

met Mike at a beer event in the Pacific Northwest and

highly concentrated Heritage Park meets Disneyland

accepted his challenge. Trevor's domain is a small

hybrid.

room upstairs where he is struggling to brew enough
At the far end of this six blocks of technicolour

to meet demand. The brewery is small, no more than

consumerism is an oasis. Skagway Brewing Company

10 hecs. A pale ale and an IPA were maturing in the

originally began in 1897 and has experienced several

tanks and a spruce tip ale was fermenting. The pale

collapses and resurrections over the years. Owner Mike

and IPA showed great promise. Trevor regretfully

Healy opened this incarnation in the summer of 2007 to

admitted to having to serve his products while still

serve the tourist trade and closed at the end of the

quite young, simply to satisfy the demand.

season, reopening this Spring. The brewing equipment

If your summer plans for 2009 include a trip to

came from the last venture which died six years ago.

norther parts, find the time for Skagway. Try to arrive

Local supoort has been strong and Mike is planning to

between Friday and Monday when cruise ship traffic

stay open for the winter this year, although as one of

is slowest. Enjoy the pub, say 'Hi' to Trevor and go for

servers said, it will be a matter of whether the daily take

a ride on the other major attraction in town: the White

will cover the electric bill.

Pass and Yukon Railway.

em> The WILD ROSE Wort Challenge
Hans serves
Back in June, the WILD ROSE BREWERY offered
up a challenge to all members of the CowTown Yeast

Tina, Mike & Dave judge

MOST COMMERCIALLY VIABLE BEER
Principal's SAISON by MATT LOWE

WRanglers... take 20 litres ofWR made Wort home to
modify in ways only a homebrewer can imagine, then
offer up the resultant brew for tasting and judging by a
panel of experts.
Twenty three members took up the challenge with a
total of nineteen entries making it to the competition in
August. Mike Tymchuk, Tina Wolfe and Dave Neilly
of Wild Rose were the judges who wittled down the
field and picked winners in two categories:

Jake Huzel's SCOTTISH HEAVY

the Most Commercially Viable Beer and
the Most Creative Brew.

and David Gummer's BLONDE ALE were both

Those who attened our September 3rd meeting also got
a chance to vote, as they tasted all of the entries and
then filled out a ballot for the Fan Favourite Award.

runners up with Honourable Mentions.

MOST CREATIVE BREW
CARMEL APPLE BEER
by JENNIFER SEATON

Jarrett Hoebers' OPA'S RHUBARB

STRAWBERRY EXPERIMENT was the
Honourable Mention.

CLUB FAN FAVOURITE
Our Me for the evening (the guy pictured with all
the winners) Michael Nazarec received the most
Our Stewards: Hans, Jake and Lincoln

votes to win this last award for his DUBBEL.

Bia Hoi
Halida Premium Lager

Bia Hoi was a truly unique experience. All along

Brewed under supervision of Carlsberg, this highly
carbonated light lager from Hanoi sure hit the spot
after a 25 hour flight. It did not stand out, however,
once the jet-lag wore off. I suppose fans of Vitamin
"P" (Lethbridge Pilsner) would be instantly
hooked, but the light body and straw flavour made
me keen to see what else Uncle Ho had to offer.

the twisted alleyways of Hanoi were Bia Hoi
stands. They were nothing more than a couple of
plastic shin high Fisher Price stools and tables
next to a keg of cold, delicious light lager brewed
for consumption that day. Though the quality
varied, they generally beat out mega-brewed
lagers back home.

And like most of us, I'm

concerned with my general well being. Cholera
is widespread so you can't trust the water nor the
ice cubes. Beer was simply the safest thing to
drink, what can I say? And at only $0.20 a glass,
we could have 5 bia hoi for the price of a bottled

Red Beer
Nestled amongst the Ancient Guild streets in Hanoi's Old
Quarter is Red Beer, a brewpub that serves just one
product, Belgian Red Ale. What a find for a beer
enthusiast in a country known for mass produced light
lagers! This dark red ale brewed onsite has an initial
raisin tartness that slowly fades to make way for an
intense caramel maltiness. It was good, but I had no
trouble keeping my shirt on for this one, which is more
than I can say for their spokesman ...
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wine, these concoctions are sure to create lasting
memories ....without the hangover. Just stay away
from their snake wine

.

Legend Beer
In another break from the ordinary, German
inspired Legend Beer Brewpub overlooks Hoan
Kiem Lake in Central Hanoi. We tried a German

Dai Viet Bia Den

Lager (in-your-face minty hoppiness) and a

The delta plains of the Red River in Northeast

Hefenweizen (subdued banana and clove esters,

Vietnam are one of the countries best rice growing

with a hint of citrus).

Though seemingly a

regions. It therefore came a bit of a surprise to me

bargain at $2.00 a pint, the value just couldn't

that the first beer I stumbled on was not an adjunct

compare to Bia Hoi. It was nice, however, to

filled light lager. From the dark red/brown hues to

escape the 38C heat in their air conditioned

the rich nutrients, this tasty Dunkel is reminiscent

taproom.

of the Red River itself. Though lighter bodied and
more roasted than I'm used for the style, it was
very refreshing. And that counts for a lot.

Lao Cai
In the Northwest Hilltribes region of Vietnam, this
beer is king. Though decent when ice cold, this

Biere Larue

beer, brewed just kilometers from the Chinese

Well known during the American War (as it is

Because of it's cooler

referred to in Vietnam) this pale, overcarbonated

climate, corn is grown here, making a readily

lager brewed by Asia Pacific Brewery is rather

available adjunct that I suspect is fully utilized in

neutral. Great with spicy food, but nothing to go

this beer.

out of your way for.

border, fails to inspire.

At different occasions, I've found it flat, skunky,
and weak (it's only 3.5% ABV). I'd much prefer
some of the regions other specialties, like apple and
rice wine. Though more like a spirit than a

9

If you're a hophead like me, nothing quite

Witbier
The perfect thirst quencher! This cloudy ale was

compares to a nice IP A. This moderately hopped

highly spiced with coriander and pepper (?).

lager was the closest I got. Clean and refreshing,

Pilsener

with just enough hop bitterness to appease me.

It's hard to believe all the light lagers of the world

Zorok

are modeled after this style. True to it's Czech
heritage, this beer was heavily hopped with the
distinguishing Saaz variety.
Ginger Ale
This beer was brewed with fresh gmger and
lemongrass, making for one of the most unique beer
expenences

333
I'm not sure if it was because this beer was served
above room temperature (I actually asked for ice!)
or because it tasted like every other light lager I've

I've

had.

Very

SpICY

and

very

Vietnamese.
Dark Lager
A German style schwarzbier, with all the intense
chocolate and toasty notes to go with it. Amazing.

had, I can't think of anything pleasant to say about
this beer. Refreshing, maybe?

Louisiane Brewhouse
Have you ever been walking along the beach in
some tropical country when you say to yourself,
"It sure is hot.. .. .1 can sure use an ice cold beer."?
Such a thought occurred to me as I walked along

Saigon Lager

the white sand beach in Nha Trang, Central

Though available m Canada in the export version,

Vietnam. After what seemed like a few hours of

Saigon Lager is a weaker, fresher beer brewed in

thinking this, I bumped into a hut with some bar

Vietnam's capital, Ho Chi Minh City. Refreshing

stools. Perfect! An ice cold light lager! Except

and light.

something was different... very different ..... this

BGI

particular hut on this particular beach didn't serve

I officially stopped taking note of light lagers around

light lagers. As the bartender handed me the menu

this time

I knew I was in for a treat. This was a brewpub!

Cyclo Cafe

Right on the beach! This beach! They served 4

I'm not sure if it's just me, but I always find myself

freshly brewed beers:

discovering great beer experiences. In a tiny cafe off

.

the main strip in Nha Trang I found another gem; a
craft-brewed German schwarzbier! Dark, nutty and
delicious ...
Overall, though, Vietnam was a wonderful place to
visit and a surprisingly good venue for beer
enthusiasts.
Cheers! Or in Vietnamese; Mot, hai, ba, zo!

Dean Royer

China actually has a long and storied
history when it comes to beer or 'pijiu', as its
pronounced in Mandarin. Archaeological findings
have shown beer type alcoholic drinks being made
as far back as 7000 BC in some Chinese villages.
Methods and processes would have been similar to
Egypt and Mesopotamia, and these brews were
important in ancestral worship and other cultural
rituals of the Xia, Shang and Zhou Dynasties.
During the Han Dynasty however, 'huangjiu'
(yellow wine) replaced beer in this capacity, and it
would be two thousand years before the modern
era brought beer back to prominence in China.
Late colonialism and unequal treaties
brought Western influences into China in the late
19th century, and with them came modern
breweries set up by Russia, Germany and other
European powers. This accounts for the
widespread development of lagers and pilsners,

Yanjing, Sie-Tang and Zhujiang. Many
international brewers now have interests in or joint
ventures with Chinese breweries (Carlsberg, for
example, which is now produced there), giving
them access to a huge new market, maximizing
production and perhaps even raising local brewing
standards.
One of the largest brewers, Tsingtao,
opened in 1903 in the city of Qingdao, is by far
one of the best selling beers in China and the brand
most widely exported around the world. The vast
majority of China's other many breweries serve
only their local vicinities. Only a few brewpubs
exist at this point, primarily in major cities like
Shanghai and Beijing, which have large resident
Western communities. Also, Belgian Beer seems
to be very popular and easy to find in Beij ing. And
now the beers...

though these styles do go down well in any hot
climate, they also go very well with delicious and

Tsingtao Beer (4.7%) this

often spicy Chinese food.

medium hopped standard pilsner

China has over 500 breweries and produces

is the flagship brew, accounting

well over 35 billion liters annually, making it the

for most of its production. An

world's biggest brewer. A typical Chinese beer

unpasteurised version is sold as

uses rice as well as barley malts, is mild tasting,

Tsingtao Draft Beer (4%).

only slightly hopped, virtually no aroma, is light

There is a reason Tsingtao is

bodied, easy on the palate and rarely over 5 %

popular world wide - it is a good

ABY.

version of the styIe. Most other
The major Chinese brewing groups

include Tsingtao, China Blue Ribbon,

Chinese beer falls into this broad
lager styIe; a little sweeter or a
little drier sometimes being the
only difference.
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MORE BEER IN CANS AND BOOTLES:
Beijing Beer (Asahi Co. Ltd) 3.6%. Japan's
second largest brewer, puts out this and a few
other local beers in China. This light lager starts a
little dry, but finishes with some sweetness.
Laoshan Beer (4%) Mount Laoshan is a famous
mountain out side of Qingdao where the Tsingtao

Harbin (3.6% ABV) is China's fourth largest

brewery supposedly gets its water

brewery, but also one of the oldest, originally founded

Very pale brew, light tasting, easy to drink.

in 1900 by a Russian in Northeast China. Another

Shanshui Beer (3.6%) another Tsingtao product,

clean, refreshing light lager, with a small initial hop

but too sweet; thinner and lighter than most other

bite (well, hop presence anyway).

brews from Qingdao.

Yanjing Beer (4.5% ABV), first brewed in 1980, is a

Haido Black (4.7%) perhaps the best Tsingtao

slightly malty, smooth premium lager brewed in the

brew, the colour is actually copper-brown, nice

Shunyi district of Beijing It is the most commonly

malt balance, no noticable hops, decent head that

available beer in Beijing, and as well as being the

laces, does not sit heavy on the palette like other

official state beer of China was one of the maj or

Chinese 'black' beers, hints of caramel but huge

sponsors of the 2008 Olympic Games. They also make

chocolate notes, smooth, dry finish.

Yanjing Draft (4%) which is perhaps a little less

Blue Diamond (2003) Beer (4%) clear gold,

sweet;

small white head., light bodied, some maltiness,

Yanjing Lemon Beer (2.5%) big citric nose, tastes

but overall rather thin, not as dry as some.

like lemonade really, light and refreshing, very pale

Affiliated with Beijing Naale Brewery.

(straw) and rather thin;
Yanjing Dark (4.3%) sweet malt aroma, fuller body
than other Yanjing products, dark tawny colour, hints
of black liquorice with some tobacco smokiness',
Yanjing Pineapple Beer (2.5%) strong pineapple
aroma, quickly dissapating head, very light straw
colour, effervescent, light body, sweet finish - more
like a fruity cooler.

Naale Stout Beer (4.5%) deep, dark brown, dry
malt aroma, light body, not a stout per se, but a
mild dry roastiness on the palate.
Snow Premium Dry (4.5%) partly owned by
internatioanl brewer SABMiller. Light and dry,
more carbonated than most, some middle malt,
tiny sweetness in the finish. Through joint
ventures, is now one of China's biggest brewers.
Snow Special Brew (4%) Slightly deeper amber
colour, drier overall palate and finish.

1'

bodied, malt accented, long dry finish.
Wheat Beer - their 'yellow' beer, cloudy, tart with

abig frothy head, some citric aromatics, quite
drinkable but somekind of an off flavour in the
finish, perhaps phenolic.
Paulaner Brauhaus

Traditional German food was dished up in heaping
portions in this beer garden of the Kempinski
Hotel. We washed it all down with delicious and
excellent Bavarian brews made right in the
DRAFT BEER in BEIJING:
Fresh draft beer did not seem to be too prevelant in
Beijing pubs and restaurants, as ubiquitous cold half
liter bottes of Tsingtao and Yanjing seem to rule
the roost. I did find, however, some establishments
that served the 'big two' on tap - and some other
interesting brews as well.
Sunman Dark Beer - frothy tan head that quickly

dissapates, malty nose and palate, light in body,
surprizingly thirst quenching, some sweet notes in

Munich Lager - big frothy head, hop aromatics,

the finish.

slightly cloudy and pale, effervescent, medium

Sunman Green Beer - thin, no head, no aroma,

body, full flavour with a hidden hop element that

rather flat and non-descript, yet it tastes like a light

catches up in the finish.

lager. Some Chinese breweries add 'green health'

Munich Dunkel - slight malt nose, deep brown

ingredients like spirulina (a type of algae). It did put

colour, well balanced, nutty nuances, some fruity

out the fire of the Sichuan Chili Pepper Rabitt.

notes in the palate, smooth finish.

Beiwei Beer - light draft style lager, neutral palate,

Weizen - some citirc aromatics, pale and cloudy,

dry finish - a great brew to go with a very spicy

very thick head, slight tarness, small clove and

Hakka Steamed Garlic Bullfrog Stew.

banana notes, very authentic.
Beijin~

Okhotsk Beer (BokB)

Without any hesitation I'd have to say that this is
the best brewpub in Beijing. Hidden away in
Phoenix City, a large residential complex (it took
my taxi driver 2 phone calls and two stop-to-asks
along the way) BokB is worth serching out. This
BREWPUBS and BEER BARS:

ultra modern restaurant/pub is actually a spin off of

The Goose & Duck Pub A typical sports bar with

a popular Japanese chain. They serve four beers,

pool, darts and big screen TVs. They serve up the

each in their own particular glasses. If you are

usual Western styIe pub fare, but also have two of

lucky enough to be there on a Tuesday, it's 2 for 1

their own house beers on tap.

night. Otherwise prices range from 28 RMB (or $4)

Dark Lager - tan head, but little aroma, a German

for 300 ml up to 72 RMB ($12) for a 1 liter

Schwartzbier style, stout coloured, medium

German stein.
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Morel's Restaurant & Cafe, founded by Mr. Renaat
Morel, an internationally renowned chef from
Belgium, offers a variety of authentic Belgian dishes,
such as a pot of mussels and Flemish Stew. Even
more intriguing is the fine selection of Belgian beers
Weizen - creamy head, aromatic nose, light cloviness

available. We started with a deliciously refreshing

hints at its German origins, well balanced, citris notes,

Morel's Wit (3.5%) mild spices dancing on our

cloudy with a tart finish. Very refreshing.

tongues, went well with the local oysters. Mussels

Ale - what they call their ale was the only example of

and frites arrived with a bottle of Waterloo Triple

a British style I tasted made in Beijing. Served in a

(7.5%) served by the very friendly and informative

sleeve, light copper in colour, somewhat understated

Mrs. Morel.

fruity aroma, not overly bitter, but much hoppiness
playing on the tongue. Actually served too cold, this
ale warmed up nicely and the complexity widened on
the palate as it reached its optimum temperature.
Pilsner - a quickly disappearing head, but some floral
hop aroma, no real hop bite, but nicely balanced
middle with a long dry finish. A very good example of
the style.

Husband and wife run two
establishments in Beijing,
both specializing in all thing
Belgian. We finished with
Chimay Blue (9%) and the
stew made with Trappist ale.
This became a favourite
spot.

Mild Stout - again too cold, so no aroma to speak of,
but it warmed up to a nice mild malt hit on first taste,

The Tree and Nearby the Tree were two other sister

smooth and creamy, very Irish, malt accented, black in

pubs that we made regular visits to. Famous for their

colour, thick tan head, an excellent beer to finish the

wood-oven pizzas and a fab selection of Belgian

evenmg.

Trappists and Lambics - you can also find
Hoegaarden and de Konnick on tap, as well as their
own bottled Tree Beer (6.5%) brewed at the
Brasserie De Bouillon.
Served in a tall Belgian tulip glass,
pale amber - gold in colour, a touch
of cloudiness, abbey style malty
palate, some spicing, with a hint of
wheatiness, phenolics.

Beijing is a giant modern metropolis of almost 20
million people, and in such a world class city you can
find anything you like: international cuisine,
nightclubs, lounges - yes, even Irish Pubs. But what
caught my eye were the Belgian Beer Bars.

Boy friend Alberto arrived from Italy carrying
Super (8%) this is their signature brew, a Belgian

style triple but fermented with an English yeast
Beer Mania - the bar was full of ex-pats (a very

European crowd), in the fridge was a great variety of
Belgain ales, Russians brews and a number of other
international beers. We went for Kraak, Duchese de

strain and bottle conditioned with Belgian yeast. An
aromatic, dark amber colored beer with good clarity
and a rich maltand fruity palate.
Nora (6.6%) This special brew has been concocted

from an ancient Egyptian recipe. Unmalted kamut as

Bourgogne and Hoegaarden on tap - hard to beat a

well as ginger, myrrh, and orange peel are used.

Belgian Wit when you're thirsty from the Beijing

Fruity and citric nose leads to full bodied and well

heat. No food to speak of, but a small out front patio

balance palateand a lovely long finish.

allowed for some people watching as we drank in the
surrounding street life.

Lurisia Sei (5.2%) is a new one, made with the pure

Aqua Lurisia, buckwheat, Italian wheat malt, pearl
barley and other specialty grains. Magnifico!
Grazie mille Christina & Alberto!!

Last Notes:

I would like to take this opportunity to thank my

Beer in China comes in a multitude of cans and

partners in crime (and a few late nights), Dave

bottles, tall and short, from 300 ml to 750 ml. But

Anson and Joe Interisano - together we only

mostly, when you order a beer in a restaurant, you'll

scratched the surface of Beij ing beer life, but we

be getting a half liter bottle. The prices very wildly

found some unexpected treats and ate some

as well, depending on where you are. A half liter

wonderful food in our explorations. Thanks also to

bottle of Tsingtao or Yanjing from the corner store

Stuart McNeil who turned me on to the Beijing

will cost you about 3 RMB (50 cents), a small bottle

Okhotsk Beer brewpub.

in a hotel bar may cost you 10 times that amount. I

There are a number of places we would have liked to

bought my first 10 cans and bottles at the WuMart

have gotten to, and a number of beers we would of

for 20 RMB ($3). Also, every Chinese beer lists

liked to have found, but suffice it to say that there is

their starting gravity in degrees Plato on the label (a

a great variety of beer to be found in Beijing;

hint at their German origins), as well as the brew's

domestic , microbrewed and international- and down

Alcohol By Volume as a 'greater than or equal to'

any alleyway or around any corner, serendipity

number. Armed with this information, a thinking

could lead to the most amazing finds and the most

drinker can figure out how well the beer is

interesting people.

attenuated. Or not. Better perhaps

I would also like to thank Christina Ferrero, who
knew of our beer exploits and decided to surprise us

to just enjoy whatever comes

on one of our last nights in town with a few bottles

your way. Cheers! Gom-bei!

from one of the best breweries in Italy La Baladin from Piozzo in Piedmonte.

words and pictures by

Michael Nazarec

THE GREAT CANADIAN BEER FESTIVAL
I have attended most of these yearly
festivals, held in Victoria, B.C., since
they began in 1993. The venue was moved
outdoors, to the Royal Athletic park a few
years ago, to accommodate more attendees.
I had a wonderful time this year (as I
always do). The weather was beautiful sunny and pleasant, but, then, it usually
is in Victoria in early September (The rain
place is Vancouver, not Victoria). I tasted
many excellent beers, many of them
cask-conditioned. The most notable ones I
remember are Czech-mate (a czech Pilsner
made by Paddock Wood, in Saskatoon) (soft
hoppy, without being bitter, well-balanced,
and refreshingj This beer is made with city
water blended with reverse osmosis water,
to achieve the right level of softness),
and Basilsner (a pilsner with added basil).
I didn't like this one so muchj there was
too much basil, making it one-dimensional,
but I think the idea is great and would
produce a fascinating beer, if the balance
was addressed.
Two things I noted were the absence of
Elysian Brewing, from Seattle, for the
first time - too bad, I really like their
beers, and the presence of Paddock Wood for
the first time - good, I like their beers
as well.
other than the beer festival, there are
many things to do in Victoria, including
ocean fishing, whale watching, great pubs
and restaurants, at least four brew pubs
within easy walking distance of downtown
(Spinnakers, Swans, Hugos, the Canoe Club,
that I know of), Butchart Garders and a
beautiful environment next to the ocean.
I'd encourage all of our members to make a
significant effort to attend next year.
The Great Canadian Beer Festival is held on
Friday and Saturday, on the first weekend
in September.

Brian Read
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by Brian Read
Opening balance:

$691.60

Jun 7/08

3 yearly dues + $30.00

$721.60

Jul 4/08

3 yearly dues + $30.00

$751.60

Jul 4/08

1 drop-in fee + $5.00

$756.60

Jul 10/08

Brian Read: beer for meeting
- $34.28 (cheque 015)

$722.32

Fezz:
supplies for Bar-B-Q
- $253.98 (cheque 016)

$468.34

Dave Neilly:
Meat for Bar-B-Q
- $60.00 (cheque 017)

$408.34

Sep 3/08

9 new Yearly dues + $90.00

$498.34

Sep 3/08

1 drop-in fee + $5.00

$503.34

Aug 1/08

Aug 12/08
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WILDROSE
Brewery

Marvin goes down to the
corner pub for a "quiet pint"

